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Abs tract 
This s tudy examined the completion and noncompletion 
of methadone detoxification of two groups of subj ects en­
rolled in a heroin treatment program. Twenty-six subjects 
who had been addicted to heroin for a minimum of two years 
and were receiving methadone were randomly ass igned to an 
experimental and control group . The experimental group was 
ass igned a series of relaxation trainine s e ss ions . E ach 
subj ect , at the out s e t ,  was receiving 18-22 mg of methadone 
daily . Two counselors conducted the relaxation training 
which began at the 1 8 - 2 2  mg dos aee leve l .  
Completion o f  methadone detoxification was defined by 
the fo.llowing criteria .  ( 1 )  The subj ect ceased to ingest 
methadone after reaching a p lateau o f  between 1-5 mg of 
methadone within 2 0  weeks of being at a dosage of 18- 2 2  mg . 
. (2) The subj ect did not us e a narcotic during the last 
two weeks of detoxification and the firs t two weeks of abs ­
s tinence a s  verified by urinalys is  of three monitored urine 
specimens per week . 
In the experimental group , nine subj ects comp leted de­
toxification , four subj ects did not . In the control group , 
two subj ects completed detoxification and e leven did not . 
The s tudy showed that a s ignificant relationship existed 
between the experimental group receiving relaxation training 
and the completion of methadone detoxification . 
iii 
The results of  this s tudy showed that relaxation training 
may help manage certain s i de effects of  methadone detoxifi­
cation and that relaxation training may raise the probability 
of an individual completing methadone detoxification. 
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Chap ter I 
INTRODUCTION 
1 
What is known in archeology and history appears to 
point out that man from the beginning has sought and 
utilized substances that would either expand or depress  
consciousness .  In today ' s  times , these substances range 
from coffee, alcohol , and marijuana to narcotics , opium , 
morphine , and heroin . All are commonly called drugs . The 
Second Report of the National Commis sion of Marijuana and 
Drug Abuse (1973) defines drugs as any substance other 
than food which by its chemical nature effects the struc­
ture or function of the living organism. Over the last 
twenty years , increasing attention and concern has devel­
oped over the " drug problem" or the increasing amount of 
drug abuse . Blaine, Bozzetti , and Ohlson (1973) define drug 
abuse as a tenn (a) that designates inappropriate or ex­
cessive use of a drug ; (b) that refers to any use of a 
drug that alters mental functions for nonmedically approved 
purposes ; (c) that des cribes any drug use which is not 
socially approved within a given culture and time ; and 
(d) that des cribes any drug use that imp lies damage either 
to the individual directly and/or society indirectly.  One 
drug that has a prominent ranking as a problem drug is 
heroin . This section will  briefly explore the history and 
development of heroin addiction treatmen t ,  and methadone 
synthesis . 
2 
Heroin is a drug with the pharmacologic and toxico logic 
properties of the class of drugs referred to as opiates , 
opiods , or narcotic analgesics . Opium is a natural substance 
obtained from the unripened seed of the poppy , Papaner 
Sonmiferium , which is indigenous to Asia Minor . Opium is 
composed of over twenty alkaloids representing about twenty­
fi ve percent drug weight of the j uicy substance . Morphine , 
codeine , and thebaine are phenanthrene alkaloids . Jaffe (1969) 
states that morphine is the substance which is responsible 
for the maj or pharmacologic effects of opium, a lthough 
all the effects of opium are not due to morphine . 
Heroin is derived from morphine . Blaine , Bozzetti , 
and Ohlson (1973) state that heroin is diacelylmorphine 
and is easily made by chemical treatment of morphine with 
acetic aci d .  Heroin is rapidly converted to morphine in 
the body and probably morphine is the psychoactive agent . 
Fraser e t  a l .  (1961) and Martin and Fraser (1961) found that 
experienced heroin users cannot reliably distinguish mor­
phine from heroin when administered sub- cutaneously and 
that when given intravenously no absolute ability to dis­
tinguish existed .  The popularity of heroin may be related 
to its availability on the illicit market ,  which probably 
is related to its po tency and smaller bulk . 
Heroin physiologically is mainly a central nervous 
system depressant . The phenomenological and psychological 
effects of heroin are numerous . Heroin and all narcotic 
3 
artalgesics effectively relieve clinical pathological pain 
and increase the capacity of an individual to tolerate ex­
perimentally induced pain . Other subj ective effects are less 
constant than the rather constant analges ic effects . Blaine 
et a l .  (1973) in summarizing consciousnes s  effects of 
opiates report that (1) drowsiness and mental c louding 
occur commonly; (2) an inability to concentrate , diffi­
culty in thinking , and lethargy occur ; (3) decreased 
phys ica l  activity, and apathy occur ; (4) if external 
s timuli are o f  low intensity then s leep and dreaming may 
follow; (5) a person may experience decreased motivation 
to avoid p ain ; (6) aggres sive acts decrease; and (7) food 
seeking behavior and sexual behavior are decreas e d .  
B laine e t  a l .  ( 1973) report that affective mood 
changes are quite varie d .  These changes range from a 
very aversive anxiety, fear , and dis comfort to an ex­
perience of pain relie f .  They range from anxiety , dis com­
fort ,  worry , and tension to an extremely enjoyable 
euphoria which is an unrealis tic sense of well being , 
peacefulnes s ,  and contentment .  
Jaffe (1969) and DeLong (1972) describe this euphoria 
in two parts: " the Rush" and the narcotic "High . "  The 
"Rush" is ins tantaneous and short-live d .  This is the 
initial impact of an opiate on the brain . Frequently , 
the "Rush" is des cribed by ecs tatic s exual images , such 
as a huge,  total body orgasm. The narcotic "High" is long 
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ting and freeiuently described as a dream-like and a 
pleasant state of consciousnes s ,  with a profound heightened 
sense of well being. 
Another important effect of heroin and all opiates is 
called tolerance .  Blaine et al. ( 1973) s imply define tol­
erance as the process in which an individual ' s  body becomes 
accustomed or adjusted to the drug ' s  action . Consequently , 
progress ively larger doses are nece s s ary to produce the 
same degree and duration of effe c t .  Especially in the 
area of euphorogenic effects, an individual must fre­
quently increase his drug dosage and decrease the interval 
between administrations to continue to experience the high . 
Tolerance to heroin develops a few days s lower than toler-
ance to morphine . 
Schlicht ( 1973) reports on the s tatus of the term 
addiction . He s tates that the World Health Organization 
(W . H . O . )  in 1965 introduced the concept of " Drug Depend-
ence" to replace the term addiction . This paper accepts 
the W . H . O . definition as reported by S chlicht: 
a s tate , psychic and sometimes phys ical , 
resulting from the interactions between a 
living organism and a drug , characterized 
by behavioral and other responses , that al­
ways include a compulsion to take the drug , 
on a continuous , or periodic bas i s , in order 
to experience i t s  psychic effects and s ome­
times to avoid the dis comfort of its absence . 
Heroin addiction and/or dependence can be both phys ical 
and psychological dependence . 
The deve lopment o f  physical dependence with repeated 
5 
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us e is a characteristic feature of all narcotic analgesics 
including heroin . Blaine et al . (1973) state that physical 
dependence refers to an altered "nonnal" physiological 
state of the bodily processes produced by repeated drug 
use, which requires continued presence of the drug for 
maintenance of this "normal" phys iological state . Discon-
tinuation of use and removal of the drug from the body 
results in the appearance of a stereotyped characteri s ­
tic abstinence or withdrawal syndrome which remains until 
the bodily processes readjust to the previous non-drug 
state . 
Psychological dependence may also develop with the 
repeated administration of heroin and other narcotic anal-
ges ics . Blaine et a l .  (1973) s tate that individuals are 
considered to have psychological dependence on opiates when, 
after repeated usage, they consider that the effects pro­
duced by the drug are necessary to maintain an optimal 
s tate of well being . The degree of psychological depend-
ence varies from a mild desire to a "craving or compul-
s i on." Jaffe (1972) states that in its extreme form, this 
need to be constantly under the influence of a drug leads 
to behavior preoccupied with narcotic use and procurement 
(compuls ive drug use) and appears to be a chronic relapsing 
disease . In summary, a person may be physically dependent 
on heroin and/or psychologically dependent and/or both 
physically and psychologically dependent on heroin . 
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History of Addi ction 
The history of addiction begins with the use of opium. 
Richard Ashley (1972) states that the effects of opium have 
been known from at least the third millennium, B . C .  Kritikos 
and Papadaki (1967) state that opium addiction was not an 
uncormnon phenomena in the ancient world and that in the 
third century B . C . , the Greek physician Erasistratus recom­
mended complete avoidance of the drug because of its addictive 
nature . Around the seventh century A . D . , Arab traders intro­
duced opium to China and by the eighteenth century , China 
had a serious problem. Cohen (1969) reports that opium eating 
spread to England a�d the United States in the late eight­
eenth. and early nineteenth centuries . 
The isolation of morphine in 1803, the invention of the 
hypodermic syringe in the mi d-nineteenth century , and the 
widespread medicinal use of morphine during and after the Civil 
War produced thousands of morphine-dependent persons . Cohen 
(1969) reports in the mid to late nineteenth century , an esti­
mated one and one-quarter million persons (four percent of 
the U . S .  population) were habituated to opiates. The opiate 
dependent population was 2/3 white females in their forties 
of middle and upper class society. 
Ashley (1972) reports that in 1898 the Boyer Company of 
Germany created a semisynthetic derivative of morphine which 
they named heroin . Heroin was heralded as the new cure for the 
opium and morphine habit . Instead,  during the early 1900's 
heroin became the drug of choice arrioni:; 0pinte addicts . 
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In 1914 , the Harrison Narcotic Act was passed . Glasscote 
et a l .  (197 2) report that this a c t  �equired the regis tration of 
the opiate drugs , imposed a tax on these drugs , and elimi­
nated the non-medical availability of opiate drugs . Livingston 
(1963) and Brill (1973) report that a decade after the 
Harrison Act ' s  enactment the number of dependent persons was 
one-half of the original 1 , 250 , 000 .  
Breecher (1972) and Brill ( 1973) report that as  the o l d  
drug problem was fading due t o  the Harrison Act , a new one 
emerged .  A growing number of young users , almost always male, 
largely urban , and drawn disproportionately from minority 
e thnic groups began to appear . Another important character­
istic of this new group was that they preferred heroin to 
morphine . The problem of heroin · addiction had begun . 
Glass cote et  a l . ( 1972) report that a less  dramatic in­
crease in heroin abuse ·occurre d  after World War II . The 
abusers were characterized as males o f  minority ethnic 
groups , of lower s o cio-economic s tatus , living in urban 
s lums , criminals , and progres s ively younger ( teens to 30) . 
Then, in the mid-60 ' s ,  heroin spread to the young white 
middle- class ma�e population . 
Reports and s tatistics on the number o f  addicts presently 
in the Uni ted States are varied and difficult to accurately 
obtain . The Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs in the 
April 3 ,  1972 edition of the U . S .  News and World Report 
es timated a figure of 560 , 000 . Ashley (1972) disaerees con­
siderably with ti1e Bureau of 1�arcotics and Dangerous Drugs . 
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Using a formula based on the New York Regis try of addicts , 
he conservatively estimates 750 , 000 addicts in 1973 . 
Heroin Treatment 
Kolb ( 1963) and Mus to (1973) report that treatment 
from 1870-1900 was private , and usually involved withdrawal 
accomplished either gradually or rapidly . They also report 
that the rapid withdrawal was dangerous , due to the effects 
of non-opiate drugs adminis tered by the treating physician 
to suppress abs tinence symptoms . Commenting on the same time 
period ,  Brill (1973) reports a very high relapse rate ex­
isted for opiate-dependent patients , and that the phsycian s ' 
response was to look for a new assortment of drugs to ad­
minister during withdrawal . Overal l ,  the result was usually 
to maintain dependence , rather than to cure it . 
The Second Report of the National Conunis sion on Mari­
j uana and Drug Abuse calls the years between 1900-1915 the 
"years of optimis m . "  The medical profe s sion thought that 
dependence was curable , ins i s t ing that the condition had an 
organic bas i s , which could be altered through proper with­
drawal techniques . By this time , dozens of private sanataria 
existed with each promoting their cures . 
Within a few years , the organic theories of dependence 
had been discredited .  The Harrison Act ,  due to inconsistent 
enforcemen t ,  and unclear interpretations , pushed the "script" 
doc•tors , who indiscriminately prescribed heroin for profit ,  
and the doctors who ethically thought maintenance was the 
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orlly treatment ,  out of business . During this time , the 
illegal market grew, and the Treasury Department ,  in 1919 , 
encouraged local maintenance clinics to be created to 
serve as feeders for drug free ins t i tutions . The clinics! 
partially due to mismanagement ,  were unsuccessful , and by 
1925 were clos e d .  The treatment approach became to segre­
gate opiate dependent individuals after they committed a 
crime , and hope a cure could be found.  
In 1935 , the federal drug treatment hospital , called 
a "narcotic farm;" opened at  Lexington, Kentucky. In 1935 , 
a s e cond opened in Fort Worth , Texas . The approach was to 
remove the patient from the environment that caused the 
dependence and put him in the therapeutic rural environment . 
These hospitals were for federal criminals , but also ac­
cepted voluntary patients . The medical approach was with­
drawal through decreasing dosages of morphine ( later replaced 
by methadone after Worl d  War II) . The Second Report of the 
National Commission on Drugs and Drug Abus e  s tates that the 
follow-up studies on voluntary patients showed that 9 of  10 
relapse d .  O ther follow-up data was not collecte d .  
Brill (1973) reports on the Rivers i de Experiment estab ­
lished· in Rivers i de Hospi t al , New York in 1952 . Riverside 
attempted to staff and adminis ter the program along the lines 
of a psychiatric hospital . Therapeut i c  failure and widespread 
conduct disorder quickly tarnished early hopes . Trussel (1970) 
reports that in 1963 , the ins titution was closed after a 
s tudy revealed a 95% YelnnsR ��t0 . 
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The Second Report of the National Commiss ion on Drugs 
and Drug Abuse s tates that the inability o f  the predominantly 
criminal approach to reduce or contain drug dependence be­
�ame increasingly clear after punitive policies reached 
their peak in 1956. By the early sixties , interest in new 
therapeutic approaches grew, and new treatment methods began 
to emerge . In 1959 , Synanon was born and a new treatment 
approach was born-- the therapeutic community. The treatment 
was mainly psychological , characterized by group therapy 
with consis tent , intense confrontations between members 
utilizing a rigid system of positive reinforcement for 
drug abs tinence behavior, and punishment upon relap s e . 
Other communities , patterned after Synanon , but differing 
in important details soon developed . De Long ( 1972) states 
that by 1970 , 40-50 therapeutic conrrnunities exi s te d  with 
a combined enrollment of between 4 , 000 to 5 , 000 . 
For 1961 and 1962," California and New York es tablished 
programs of civil commitment for opiate-dependents . Treat­
ment involved withdrawal , psychiatric counseling , group 
therapy , and mandatory follow-up care . De Long (1972) , in 
the report to the Ford Foundation sununarizing the resul t s  
·o f  the New York.Prograrn , found success extremely small , and 
the results o f  the California program as maybe 1 of  6 cure d .  
In 1964 , the pioneer work of the u s e  of  methadone was 
s tart e d .  Nyswander and Dole began an experimental metha­
done maintenance program. The initial pilo t  program of 22 
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patients proved so successful that the program was expanded 
to 4 , 00 0 .  In 1967 , an independent evaluation found the pro­
gram remarkably succe s s ful , with a retention rate of 80% , 
and markedly improved social functioning of patient s .  Brill 
(1973) reports that by 1972 , methadone maintenance had by 
far become the largest s ingle modality of treatment for 
heroin dependence , with an e s t imated 70, 000 patients .  
The Second Report of the Pre s i dent ' s  Commis s ion on 
Marijuana and o ther Drugs reports that five common treatment 
types exi s t  today. The first is  hospitalization. This method 
consists  of three s tages . In the first s tage lasting from 
one to two weeks , the patient is  withdrawn from his or her 
dependence through s teadily decreasing doses of oral metha­
done . The s econd s tage , which las ts several months , i s  
compos e d  of individual psychiatric counseling , psycho­
therapy , group therapy , or work therapy . The third s tage 
i s  supervised outpatient care in the community , where the 
patient lives . The report also s tates that this is  the most 
expen s ive , and least effective method. 
Ambulatory drug- free treatment is  another method.  A 
patient is  with�rawn gradually , with the use of oral metha­
done . The patient may receive counseling on an outpatient 
bas i s , and his urine is monitored to control his drug usage . 
The Second Report of the President ' s  Commis s ion on Mari­
j uana and other Drugs reports that this method has a s imilar 
succes s rate to hospit�lization . 
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A third method is the therapeutic community . This 
method is a form of residential treatment which relies 
primarily on two complementary techniques of group therapy . 
The first is confrontation, or encounter sroup therapy . 
The second technique , a form of milleu therapy , is  a hier­
archical s tructure of authority , functioning , and privi-
l�ges which attempts to internalize and s trengthen the 
community values for a patien t .  Deitch (1973) reports that 
overall retention rates of therapeutic communities are low 
(9-10%) and that therapeutic communities are not s igni­
ficantly more effective than other methods . 
Methadone maintenance by far is  the most s ignificant 
form of drug treatment current ly available . This is  ambu­
latory , with the patient maintained on a certain dosage 
of methadone . 
The last common metho� is  multi-modality programs 
which combine two or more treatment methods . Such programs 
include methadone maintenance ,  detoxification servi ces , 
in-patient and out-patient drug-free treatment ,  and a 
therapeutic community. Brown (1973) report s  that the I lli­
nois Drug Abuse Program , one of the earlies t and most diverse 
of the multi-modality methods , offer all of these methods 
plus more . He further reports that these programs have a 
higher retention rate due to being able to move patients 
easi ly from one treatment regimen to another . 
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Methadone 
Methadone is a synthetic chemical belonging to the 
c�ass  of narcotic analgesics . Freedman and Senay (1973) report 
that the main pharmacological properties of methadone are 
qualitatively similar to those o f  morphine .  Methadone ' s  
analgesic activity i s  accompanied by s e dation, depression 
of respiration and central nervous system activity, as well 
as relaxation of smooth muscle . Tolerance develops but at a 
much s lower pace than morphine . Tolerance to methadone in­
cludes tolerance to other narcotics .  Freedman ·and Senay 
(1973) report that a methadone dosage of 80-120 mg per day 
will block the euphoric effects of  heroin . 
Methadone can cause physiological dependence . Freed-
man and Senay (1973) report that the abstinence syndrome 
is s lower in ons e t, milder, and more prolonged than abs ti­
nence from morphine .  Blaine e t  al . ( 1973) report that other 
characteristic effects of methadone are longer duration of 
action, and retention of its effect when adminis tered .  Dole 
and Nyswander (1965, 1966, 1968) found that most individuals 
do not experience euphoria or other ·subjective effect s .  
Blaine , e t  a l . (1973) s tate that the euphoric appeal of 
heroin and the uncomfortable abstinence syndrome are vir­
tually e liminated for over 24 hours . Due to the physiological 
properties and the psychological effects , methadone has 
emerged as a conunon method in the management of addiction . 
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� · Freedman and Senay (1973) report that two major mo ­
dalities exist  which employ methadone . These are detoxifi­
cation and maintenance . 
I sbell and Vogel (1949) were the first to study the 
effectiveness of methadone in the chemotherapy of narcotic 
detoxification . Their method was the subcutaneous inj ection 
of methadone twice daily , the amount of the drug was de­
creased in graded amounts over a 7 to 10 day period ,  after 
which a physiologically detoxified s tate was reached by 
the addict. 
Since Isbell and Vogel (1949) many differing techqniques 
of methadone detoxification have developed .  Chambers (1973) 
groups these techniques into two major categories , in-patient 
withdrawal and ambulatory detoxification . �oth require cer­
tain basic adjustments to be made for appropriate treatment . 
Treatment must take into consideration (1) s ize of habit ,  
(2)  existence of multiple drug dependency and (3) the pa­
tient's overall physical and psychiatric condition . 
Free-ciman and Senay ( 1973) s tate that the goal of in­
patient detoxificati.on i s  to help an individual reach a 
drug-free state in a supportive and closely supervised en­
vironment which protects him from his o l d  environment . For 
ambulatory withdrawal programs , Freedman and Senay (1973) 
s tate that the first major goal is to s tabilize a client 
at a low dosage of 20-40 mg, and then to gradually reduce 
the dosage until a drug-free state is obtained ,  During the 
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• treatment proce s s , a great deal of s tres s  is  placed on 
helping the addict to learn or relearn old productive be-
havioral patterns . During the course of withdrawal , the 
patient mus t  make a s eries of decis ions to come back for 
treatment . 
Chambers et  a l .  (1973) report on the success rates of 
in-patient and ambulatory detoxification . They assert that 
cheating , in the form of administering heroin and illicit 
drugs can be expected from 50% of all patients in both 
group s .  They state that mo.s t  programs experience a 40-70% 
drop-out of therapy.  Also, of those patients who complete 
these programs , less than half do not soon revert back to 
heroin u s e .  
Freechnan and Senay (1973) attribute the origin of metha-
done in treatment for narcotic addicts to Dr. Vincent P .  
Dole . They report that through their early work, Dole and 
Nyswander developed a methadone maintenance model based on 
the asstnnption that during the development of addiction to 
heroin , certain dramatic met abolic changes took place in the 
addi c t .  Freedman and. Senay (1973) 'report that Dole and Nys ­
wander listed the following advantages of methadone: (1) the 
drug can be taken orally , (2) i t  has an extended duration of 
action (from 24 to 36 hour s ) ,  (3) no serious s ide effects 
are s een at maintenance levels, (4)  a t  sufficient dose levels, 
methadone will "block" the effects of heroin , and (5) admini s ­
tered therapeutically methadone does not produce euphoric effects . 
Overall, the Dole-��y�n-:andc::- ap?::oac..:h w&s high dosage maintenance .  
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As other programs develope d ,  addicts appeared who did 
not need high dosages or prolonged maintenance . Brill ( 1 9 73) 
reports that in the Philadelphia program, drug craving for 
s everal patients could be suppre s s e d  at low-dose levels of 
up to 40 mg . Further along this topic Goldstein ( 1 9 7 2 )  con­
cluded that the dose of methadone is largely irrelevant ,  that 
methadone facilitates a behavioral change in people who 
desire change . 
Freedman and Senay ( 1 9 7 3 )  report on a new treatment 
approach with methadon e - - the concept of methadone temporary 
suppor t .  This provides short term maintenance at a fix-low 
dose with s low withdrawa l being carried out from s ix months 
to a year . 
In stnnmary, heroin, heroin addiction, heroin addiction 
treatment ,  methadon e ,  and varied methadone based treatment 
models have been describ e d .  The intent is  to provide a 
basic framework and background for this s tudy. Next i s  an 
examination of two specific areas directly related to the 
s tudy . Firs t ,  information regarding methadone detoxi�ication, 
and then information about relaxation training is  detailed.  
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Methadone Detoxification 
In this author's review , the methadone detoxification 
literature usually appears to fall into the following areas : 
( 1 )  variables involved in successful withdrawal ; (2) variables 
involved in the failure of withdrawal and; (3) chara cter­
is tics of the withdrawal process .  A considerable portion of 
the literature is descriptive or case s tudy oriented . Exper­
imental design research is only beginning to be undertaken . 
Patients have a variety of reactions to methadone with­
drawal , but studies show certain commonalities . Cushman and 
Dole (1973) report that a subj ective syndrome was reported 
by 93% of 48 patients in their study . Sleep disturbances ,  
res tlessness ,  malaise, pain and fatigue were the predominant 
symptoms reported.  The threshold for the appearance of this 
syndrome was a 0 to 40 mg dosage . 
Kremer and Boyer (1973) found in a s tudy that both 
those who completed detoxification and those who failed 
experienced a number o f  physical and psychological symptoms . 
These symptoms were not necessarily related to a specific 
dosage , nor to a specific length of time , but mos t  patients 
experienced some difficulty at the 2 0  mg dose level . Eleven 
of twenty-one reported relief . Seventeen of twenty-one re­
ported sleeplessness .  Eighteen of twenty-one reported pain 
in j oints .  Sixteen of twenty-one reported weaknes s .  Seven­
teen of twenty-one reported worry . 
Chappel and Senay (1973) in a s tudy of varying tech­
niques of withdrawal from methadone involving 304 subjects , 
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report several characteristics of the proces s .  They report 
an apparent lowering of resistance , with the frequent develop-
ment of colds , s trep throats , infections of various kinds , 
�oothaches , and even spontaneous abortions . Secondly , they 
report psychosomatic problems such as: aching j oints , twitching , 
nausea,  and vomiting , itching , and weaknes s .  Thirdly , they 
report behavioral problems such as : heavy drinking , smoking , 
eating , use of  non-narcotic drugs , a tendency to argue and 
fight with people, and other impulsive acting out behavior . 
They also report that underlying the other three are the 
psychological problems . The psychological problems are anxiety 
. 
. 
and depres s ion with insomnia ,  frigidity , impotence , acci-
dents and anger . 
Lowinsin and Langrod (1973) ; Riordan and Rapkin (1972) ; 
and Chapel and Senay (1972) , found that patien ts , as their 
methadone decrease s ,  suffer loss of appetite , depre s s ion , 
insonmia, and irritability . The authors also s tate that 
patients '  relationships are s trained ,  that many abuse alco-
hol and other drugs , and s everal develop personal prob lems . 
They s tate that one cannot assume that symptoms are due to 
anxiety , although this may be the primary factor . 
Williams , Hicks , and Williams (1973) ,  in a paper on 
physical versus psychological dependency , enumerate symptoms 
that counse lors at an Atlanta,  Georgia, drug abuse program 
saw during a period of s ix months . They reported that detoxi-· 
fication causes more concern than any other part of treatment .  
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Th1e. primary symptoms were nervous tens ion, insonmia , crying , 
and irritability.  
The following s tudies relate variables involved in 
succes s ful completion and non-succes sful completion of the 
detoxification proce s s .  Strelinger et  a l .  (1973) , in de­
toxifying 27 patients in a residential s e tting over 2 1  days , 
found a very high readdiction rate . They hypothesized that 
the high readdictive rate was due to failures in the resi­
dential treatment variables . These variables were insufficient 
preparation for return to the community, failure in redirec ting 
patients , and too lax therapy . Als o ,  another variable was that 
many patients reported they were s till experiencing a with­
drawal when discharged . 
Jackman (1973) propos e s  a hypothesis concerning the 
difficulty of withdrawing from methadone from his experience 
as director of the Wes tside Drug Treatment Program in San 
Francisco . He s tates that methadone appears to not only 
block the heroin craving, but more importantly , to provide 
some type of blockade against the emotional reality of 
everyday living , including particularly anxiety . Jackman 
s tates that extensive talking with eleven different patients 
revealed that they appeared to be experiencing disorienta­
tion, anxiety , and a general high level of s tress, which 
appeared to be quite separate from the notion of withdrawa l .  
Cushma� and Dole (1973) conducted a s tudy to examine 
the process of  detoxification and the fate o f  patients sue-
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ces s fully detoxified.  Cushman and Dole attempted to detoxify 
27 methadone maintenance patients who had cease d  partici­
pation in the drug sub-culture , and had assumed responsible 
roles in the drug-free wor l d .  Four categories of response 
were evident . Group I was comprised of 3 patients who dis­
continued detoxification at doses above 30 mg per day . These 
patients reported anxieties usually centering around me tha­
done without incidence of the narcotic withdrawl syndrome as 
the reasons for discontinuing detoxification . Group II was 
composed of 4 patients who discontinued detoxification at 
doses between 10-28 mg of methadone . These patients reported 
the discomforts of .the withdrawal syndrome as the reasons 
for discontinuing detoxification . Group III consisted of 10 
patients who successfully completed detoxification . However , 
all 10 patients in Group III were placed back on methadone 
within 2 �onths of completing detoxification . Four were 
placed back on methadone due to engaging again in i llicit 
.narcotic usage . The other 6 were placed back on methadone 
due to complaints concerning the withdrawal syndrom e .  Group 
IV was made up of 10 patients who succes s fully completed de­
toxification and were drug-free·· at the time o f  the fo llow.-up , 
which varied from 2-30 months . 
Kreme and Boyer (1973) in a s tudy on p lanned,  volun­
tary long-term detoxification found that 17 of 31 actually 
completed the detoxification process . They divided their 
findings into s everal areas . For the succes s ful group , time 
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e!ements were explor e d .  The re sults wer.e 12 completed de ­
toxification in 1-2 months , 8 in 3-5 months , and 1 in 6-8 
months . They found that among the reasons for beginning de­
toxification , patients who completed detoxification tended 
to be more concerned with achieving total drug abstinence 
and more disturbed by the s i de effects of methadone than 
thos e  who reversed their decis ion . Dissatisfaction with 
rules and program operation s eemed to play a lesser role 
for patients who completed detoxification than those who 
didn ' t .  
Chapel and Senay , (1973) in a s tudy involving varying 
techniques of withdrawal created five group s .  Group I ,  
with 28 subj ects , attempted a non-therapeutic withdrawal 
again s t  the advice of clinic s taff . Group II , with 109 
subj ects , attempted withdrawa l in cooperation with clinic 
with 
s taff with normal support . Group III,/ 47 subj ects attempted 
withdrawal with normal support , plus a weekly withdrawal 
group run by a psychiatris t  or a psychologis t ,  plus a 
s taff who was a former addict . Group IV , with 60 subj ects , 
attempted withdrawa l in resi dential settings , where they 
agreed to s tay at least 30 days . Group V, with 115 subj ects , 
was a methadone control group . Twenty-nine percent of Group 
I, 52% of Group II , 51% of Group III , 67% of Group IV , and 
35% of Group V succe s s fully completed the detoxification 
proces s .  No test  of significance was reporte d .  
Lowinson and Langrad (1973) in a s tudy o f  detoxifi-
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cation o f  long term methadone patients , involving 228 
patients , found that 28% success fully completed the detox­
ification proces s .  They reported that detoxification appears 
most succe s s ful with socially well-adjusted patients who 
have adequate s trengths and tolerance to s tres s .  
Chambers , Cushy , and Wieland (1970) assessed the 
background characteris t ics o f  addicted patients who ei ther 
remained in , or dropped out o f  an out-patient methadone 
detoxification treatment program . The s tudy found that 68.6% 
o f  the 86 addi cts involved did not succes s fully complete 
detoxification. Variables in two demographic areas produced 
evidence of a s ignifi cant difference . Firs t , the greater 
amount o f  formal educa tion , the greater the potential for 
succes s . Secondly , those addicts who were married at the 
time o f  initiating treatmen t were more l ikely to terminate 
treatmen t prior to detoxification . The study also found that 
the subj ects who. were . . abusing other.drugs with heroin at 
the.init iation of.the detoxifi cation process more frequently 
remained in treatment than the subj ects who abused heroin 
alon e .  
Lloyd et a l .  (1973) in a detoxification s tudy o f  525 
patients found 15 . 3% succes s fully ·comp leted the detoxification 
proces s .  They did not explore any variables in relation to 
the proces s .  
The finding that only a small percentage o f  patients 
who enter detoxification succes s fully complete-the detoxifi­
c�tion process is consisr�nt jn tlte li ter.qture . Cut.hm:m rmd 
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D�le (1973) found 36% complete d .  Kremer and Boyer (1973) 
found 55% completed.  Chapel and Senay (1973) found the 
varying percentages of 29% , 52% , 51%, 67% and 35%. Lowinson 
and Langrad (1973) found 15 . 3% completed. Chambers , Cushy , 
and Wieland (1970) found 31 . 4% completed 
The finding that anxiety is present during withdrawal 
from methadone , and possibly could be a primary factor in 
patients ' failure to complete the detoxification process is 
consistent in the literature . Cushman and Dole (1973) cite 
restlessness and s leep disturbances . Kremer and Boyer (1973) 
cite sleeplessne s s  and worry . Lowinson , Langrad , and Einstein 
(1973); Riordan and Rapkin (1972) and Chappel and Senay 
(1972) conclude that anxiety may be a primary factor in the 
withdrawal syndrome . Williams , Hicks , and Williams (1973) 
report primary symptoms of nervous tension and insomnia . 
Jackman (1973) hypothesizes that anxiety and a general high 
level of s tres s  are responsible for many detoxifications 
being incomplete . One might conclude that anxiety and how it 
is handled during detoxification mip;ht have a relationship 
with the low completion percentage for detoxification . 
Relaxation Training 
The pioneer of relaxation training was Edmund Jacobson . 
Jacobson (1938) concluded that there is tension involved in 
the effort associated with the shortening of muscle fibers , 
and that this tension occurred when a person reported 
" anxiety . "  Relaxation of muscle fibers v>'.:25 seen as the direct 
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physiological opposite of tension.  Jacobson then concluded 
that anxiety could be removed by eliminating the tension 
and that relaxation was a logical treatment for anxiety .  He 
found that a person might comp letely eliminate muscle con­
tractions and experience a feeling of deep relaxation by 
learning to attend to and discriminate the resulting sensa­
tions of tension and relaxation from a sys tematic tensing 
and releasing of various mus cle groups . Bernstein and Borkovec 
( 1973) report that as of 1962 , basic relaxation procedures 
involved fifteen mus cle group s .  Each group was learned 
during daily sess ions of from one to nine hours ' duration 
before proceeding to the next group, for a total of fify-
s ix sessions of systematic training . 
Bernstein and Borkovec (1973) report that the s econd 
phase of development of relaxation training began with 
Joseph Wolpe ' s  work. Wolpe combined counterconditioning 
and progressive relaxation. Wolpe developed a more efficient 
relaxation program and placed treatment emphas i s  on the 
circumstances s urrounding the occurrences of anxiety . Wolpe 
(1958) outlined systematic desensitization as a process in 
which relaxation became an aspect of a s t ructured program 
of reconditioning. 
Bernstein and Borkovec (1973) state recent trends have 
been toward (1) specification of more efficient training 
s i tuations , (2) more refined measurement of the phys iologi­
cal effects of relaxation, and (3) determination of the 
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beh•avioral problems most suited to treatment by relaxatio11 
training . These authors state that relaxation is now used 
(1) in Wolpe's systematic desensitization technique, (2) in 
covert sensitization , (3) in differential relaxation, and (4) 
in anxiety re lief techniques . 
Paul ( 1969) examined the effects of relaxation training 
compared with relaxation by hypnotic suggestion and relax­
ation by onself . In this study , 1/3 of the total 60 subj ects 
were trained in progressive relaxation , 1/3 received direct 
hypnotic suggestion designed to produce relaxation , and 
the remaining 1/3 of the subj ects were simply told to sit 
quietly and relax. Paul reports that progressive relaxation 
is superior to hypnotically induced or self-induced relax­
ation based on self-reports and certain physiological 
measures . 
Paul (1969) attempted to assess the relationship 
between successful relaxation performance and various 
personality characteristics . The Pittsburg Social Extraversion­
Introversion & Emotionality Scales were administered to 
subjects prior to the experimental procedures.  These per­
sonality scores were correlated with self-reported anxiety 
and physiological measures of anxiety which included musc le 
tension , heart rate , skin conductance , and respiration rate . 
Subjects were then placed in the 3 experimental groups: 
relaxation , hypnosis , and self-control . P aul concluded 
that responsiveness to relaxation or hypno�ic procedures 
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is( not related to the personality dimension of extraversion 
or introversion . 
Paul (1969c) attempted to evaluate the use o f  progres­
sive relaxation in decreasing physiological response to 
s tressful imagery. Imagery data were collected on the sixty 
subj ects mentioned previous ly , and composite physiological 
responses to the s tress scene , visualized before and after 
training were examined .  Paul concluded that relaxation 
(progress ive or hypnotic) does produce inhibition of phys­
iological response to s tress ful visualizations . 
Paul arid Trimble (1970) examined the effect of tape­
recorded versus live relaxation training . Thirty subj ects 
were assigned to one of three treatment conditions: pro­
gre s s ive relaxation , hypnotically induced relaxation , and 
self-relaxation contro l .  All training was conducted solely 
via tape-recorded instructions . Self-reported anxiety and 
certain physiological measurements were use d .  The results 
are compared with previous studies involv�ng live training . 
The live training approach proved significantly more effec­
tive than the taped method in progressive relaxation. No 
significant differences were found among the outcomes of 
the other groups . 
Bernstein and Borkovec (1973) s tate that very little 
experimental research on progress ive relaxation as a possible 
application to various target behaviors has taken place . 
The authors cite several studies ·whose techniqu�s resemble 
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hypnotic suggestion , but due to Paul ' s  s tudies , one can 
suggest that progress ive relaxa tion would have similar ef­
fects . The s tudies follow. S traughan and Dufort (1969) in­
ves tigated the effects of verbally-induced relaxation on the 
verbal learning and recall abilities in low and high anxiety 
subj ects . The results suggest two implications . Firs t ,  the 
s tudies require clients who are truly anxious and secon d ,  
verbal learning will be influenced by the anxiety level of 
the client and the degree of relaxation in the atmosphere 
provided by the therapis t .  
Graziano and Kean (1968) applied relaxation techniques 
to psychotic children . They found relaxation training ap ­
p lied using operant procedures to subj ects exhibiting tantrum 
behavior reduced the frequency , duration , and intensity of 
tantrum behavior . Operant pro9edures , alone , reduced duration 
and intens ity , but not the frequency of tantrum behavior . 
Kahn , Baker , and Weiss ( 1968) used self-hypnotically­
induced rel�xation to treat college students reporting 
chronic inso�nia .  Greer and Kathin (1966) reported the successful 
treatment of severe insomnia via relaxation and systematic 
desensitization . Steinmark and Borkovec ( 1973) applied re­
laxation techniques to a group of college students experienc-
ing s leep disturbances .  All these s tudies report success in 
remiss ion of symptomology using the relaxation technique . 
However , the literature does not suggest the precise role 
played by the relaxation training in producing these outcomes . 
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Bernstein and Bor.kovec (1973) propos e d  using case ex­
amples , the types of clients and problems suitable for 
progressive relaxation training. The authors s tate that 
relaxation may be used to (1) reduce tension for therapy 
communication , (2) aid clients with tension - caus ed i llness , 
and (3) eliminate insomnia . 
High anxiety has been shown to be  present during de­
toxification from methadone and as a possible primary factor 
in non-comple tion of the detoxification process .  Relaxation 
training has been shown to reduce anxiety in certain s i tua­
tions . On this basis , the present author concluded that it  
was appropriate to  apply relaxation training to  the process 
of detoxification from methadone . 
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Purpos e  of Study 
The purpose of this s tudy was to examine the process 
of withdrawal from methadone . This s tudy compared two 
groups of patients slowly withdrawing or detoxing from 
methadone . The experimental group experienced relaxation 
training while the control group did not .  
Subjects 
Chapter II 
METHOD 
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The subj ects were 26 outpatient clients enro lled in 
Stonehedge Foundation . Stonehedge is a treatment center 
for drug addiction and drug abuse located in Peoria , Illi­
nois . Stonehedge offers multimodality treatment . These 
modalities are chemotherapy , methadone maintenanc e ,  metha­
done detoxification , abst inence , vocational counseling , 
individual counseling , and group counseling . Stonehedge 
attemp ts to manage and cure the physical addiction plus 
provide opportunties for an individual to change his/her 
drug oriented life s tyle to a drug free productive life 
s tyle . 
The charac teristics of  the subj ects were quite varied . 
All subjects were residing in Peoria County , I llinois . The 
age range was from 18-64 with a mean age of 2 4 .  The subj ects 
racial composition cons isted of 18 blacks , 7 caucas ians , and 
one Puerto Rican . E leven were employed and fifteen were un­
employed .  E ducation level varied from 8 years to 15 years . 
E ach subj ect was addicted to heroin for a minimum of two 
years and was receiving methadone at Stonehedge . 
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S t\idy Des ig!!_ 
This s tudy examined the process of methadone detoxi­
fication of two groups of subj ects enrolled in a heroin 
treatment program. Twenty-six subj ects were randomly divided 
and assigned to an experimental or control group . At the 
outse t ,  each subj ect was receiving a daily dosage o f  oral 
methadone between 1 8 - 2 2  mg . The experimental group was 
ass igned a series of relaxation training sessions , while 
the control group did not experience the relaxation training . 
All other treatment program related variables remained 
constant for clients in the two groups . 
The dispensation of methadone followed all Federal 
Food and Drug Adminis tration regulations . The management of 
each subj ect ' s  methadone regimen was characterized by the 
following procedures .  ( 1 )  Each decrease in methadone dosage 
was requested or approved by the clien t .  The client con­
trolled the rate of withdrawal , no dosage schedule was im­
posed on a subj e c t .  (2)  Dosage reduction was gradua l .  
Decreases did not exceed 5 mg per week . (3) Subj ects were 
unaware as to their exact dosage of methadone , but were in­
formed of the direction of dosage change . (4) The liquid 
vehicle was continued after 0 mg was reached for two weeks . 
All subj ects received medical approval and permiss ion before 
entering detoxification . 
Relaxation training began between 1 8 - 2 2  mg dosage 
leve l .  The training sessions followed the sequence of pro-
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sessions were conducted by two s taff counselors of the 
clinic . Subj ects in the experimental group were randomly 
ass igned to one of the two counselors . The relnxation 
training occurred at Stonehedge ' s  heroin treatment unit in 
Peori a .  
Noncompletion o f  the methadone detoxification process 
was defined by the occurrence of any one of the following: 
(1) subj ect terminated from the program due to no show or 
expuls ion ; (2) s ubj ect returned to a methadone maintenance 
regimen by the medical s taff; (3) subj ect ' s  urine specimens 
during the last two weeks of detoxification and the first 
two weeks of abstinence showe d positive morphine ; or (4) 
subj ect continued to inges t  methadone at a level above 5 
mg per day within 20 weeks of being at a daily dosage of 
18-22 mg . 
Completion of the detoxification process was defined 
by the following : (1)  the subj ect ceased to inge st metha­
done after reaching a p lateau of between 1-5 mg per day 
within 20 weeks of being at a dosage of 18-22 mg and (2) the 
subj ect ' s  urine specimens during the las t two weeks of de­
toxification and the first two weeks of abs tinence showed 
no positive results for methadone . 
Urinalysis was conducted on three weekly monitored 
specimens . The urinalysis was conducted at Stonehedge by 
a State of Illinois approved technician and on State of 
I llinois approved urinalysis apparatus . 
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Chapter I I I  
RESULTS 
In the experimen tal group nine subj ects completed 
detoxification , four subj ects did not .  In the control group 
two subj ects completed detoxification and 11 did not . The 
results were analyzed for s ignificance with the chi- s quare 
with Yate ' s  correction . A s ignificant relationship was 
found between the two groups . A s ignificantly higher number 
of subj ects in the experimental group as compared to the 
number of subj ects in the control group completed methadone 
detoxification . (X2=5 . 67 , df= l ,  p . 05)  Table 1 illustra.tes 
these results . 
Table 1 
Completion and Noncomp letion of Methadone 
Detoxification by the Experimental and Control Group 
Group Completion Non completion Total 
Experimental 9 4 13 
Control 2 11 13 
Total 11 15 26 
df x2 level of significance 
1 5 . 67 p . 05 
Chap ter IV 
DISCUSSION 
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The fact that this s tudy found a s ignifi cant relation­
ship b e tween the subj ects who received relaxation training 
and the succes s ful completion of methadone detoxification 
has several p o s s ible implications . Many s tudies have s tated 
that anxiety is a maj or symptom of detoxification . Cushman 
and Dole ( 1973) reported that 93% o f  48 patients experienced 
re s tlessness and sleep disturbances as predominate symptoms 
of methadone detoxi fication . Kremer and Boyer (1973) reported 
that 17 of 21 patients experienced sleeplessness and worry . 
Chappel and Senay ( 1973) in a s tudy involving 304 subj ects 
reported anxiety as a maj or symptom. Lowinson and Langrad 
(1973) ; Riordan (1972 ) ; and Chappel (1972) reported that 
anxiety may be a primary factor in the detrimen tal s i de 
effe cts of methadone detoxification . Williams , Hicks , and 
Williams ( 1973) reported that a primary symptom of metha­
done detoxification was nervous tension . J ackman ( 1973) hy­
pothesized that anxiety was a crucial variable in methadone 
detoxification. This s tudy showed that s y s t ematic relaxation 
training i s  a p o s s ible therapeutic tool to help an individual 
deal with the s i tuational anxi e ty associated with methadone 
detoxification . A ls o ,  this s tudy showed that relaxation 
training presents an alternative to the present common prac­
tice  of managing the s ide effects of methadone detoxification 
with chemotherapy , i . e .  valium , librium. 
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nifi c �m.t pe"t"<:c:nt .::-.ge . l�r.:..1,1' r �rn d  Boyer ( J 9 7 �) ::.:cported th : .. t l"/ 
or 55% Chapel m1 <l Senay ( J 9 73)  rep or t ed these per c8ntn�c� 
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s tei.n (19 73) found that �Gi� o f  2 2 8  coi "t•p l e t e d  methvdone dr;-
toxi f i c atior1 . Chambc:rs , Gusky , and \li e ]  and (J  970) found 
that 32 . 4% o f  86 s1�'j ects  con? l c te d �etharlone detoxi f i c a -
tion .  Lloyd � t  al . ( 1 9 7 3 )  found thRt 1 5 . 3% of 525 co@� ) e ted - -- -
detox:Lficati.(1n . The results of the present s tud.y �hO\·iecJ 
that re lax<:..t i on training r.:iised the probability of an in -
dividual cornple tine me thadone detoxif i cation .  
Several limitations exi s t e d  for this s t udy . No subj ects 
from the experimental group comp l e t e d  a.11 s e s s ions of s y s -
tematic rel�xation tr2in � n g .  T�ble 2 i l lustr�t�s the nm�bcr 
of s e s s ions comp leted by subj e c t s . This fac t raised the 
possib il ity that the experimental subj ects , being exposed 
to the fact that anx i e ty is present during detoxification 
:md that relaxc=-ttion is importan t , may have had an effect on 
the higher comple tion rate o f  we thadone d�toxificntion . The 
counselors reported that the subj e c t s  in the expcrimentnl 
group did menti on 011 a r.0.r-u l � -:- h -� s i s the re l axa.t:i on tra.inin� 
Table 2 
Number o f  Sess ions of Relaxation 
Training Completed by Subj ects 
Sessions l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  
Number of subjects 2 5 1 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 
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and did report that they were using i t .  The present author 
believes that an implication from this might be thc::.t a 
shorter and not as elaborate sys tem of relaxation training 
could be effective . 
Another possible limitation of this s tudy was the . 
fact that the groups were not matched but randomly assigned . 
Certain normative data about each group is  illustrated in 
Table 3 .  
Table 3 
Certain Normative Data Concerning 
the Experimental and Control Groups 
Normative 
data 
Male 
Female 
1 8 -25 
years old 
25-30 
nrs old 35 
�ears old 
35 & up 
years old 
Married 
----· 
D�. "'-'(' ,. (' � r1 
Control Experimental 
12 12 
1 1 
6 4 
3 3 
2 4 
2 2 
7 9 
! 1 
Total 
2 4  
2 
1 0  
6 
6 
4 
16 
2 
3 7  
Single 5 3 8 
Black 9 9 1 8  
Caucasian 4 3 .7 
Other 0 1 1 
0-6 months on 
methadone 3 6 9 
6-12 months on 
methadone 5 4 9 
12 months on 
methadone 5 3 8 
2-4 years o 
heroin use 7 6 1 3  
4-8 years of 
heroin use 1 5 6 
8 years of 
heroin u s e  5 2 7 
8-10. years of 
e ducation 0 2 2 
l0-12 years of 
education 3 4 7 
12 years of 
education 10 7 1 7  
employed 5 6 1 1  
unemployed 8 7 15 
In conclusion , i t  is important that one view this s tudy 
not as an attempt to find a cure for heroin addiction . Treat-
ment for addiction is very complex and involves many compo­
nents . This s tudy is an attempt to improve a component ,  
namely methadone detoxifi cation . The present author hopes 
that this study may s t imulate further research . The need 
for replicating this study p lus applying this approach to 
a larger number of subj ects is important . 
Appendix 1 
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Relaxation training began between the 1 8 - 2 0  mg dosage 
leve l .  Two training sess ions were planned weekly .  Two out­
patient staff counselors conducted the training s e s s ions . The 
training ses sions took place at Stonehedge ' s  facility in Peori a .  
The relaxation training was conducted according t o  the 
following procedures . The first sess ion mainly centered around 
the reason for relaxation training and the rationale supportive 
of relaxation training. The couns elor first explained to the 
client the reason for the use of relaxation training. The coun­
selor closely followed this explanation , "You are detoxing . 
This can be a highly anxious time . You can get nervous , up­
tight , tense , and edgy. You might experience s ome difficulty 
in s leeping . These feelings may make it difficult for you to 
complete detoxification . Since getting off methadone is one of 
your important goal s , we , at  the clini c ,  wish to  do everything 
we can to help you detox. This relaxation training i s  aimed a t  
helping you handle and control your tension and uptightness . "  
The counselor at this point asked the client if  he had any 
questions . The counselor put off until later any que s tions 
specifically about the training . After the counselor ascertained 
that the client recognized that tension might be part of the 
problem, he continued with the s e s s ion. 
The second part of the first s e s sion centered around a 
rationale for relaxation training. The counselor related to 
the client a rationale c losely following this one : "Relaxation 
training has been around s ince 19 30 , when a psychologis t ,  firs t ,  
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invented i t .  Over the years , relaxation training has been 
con s i derably improved .  B as i cally , relaxation con s i s t s  of 
• 
learning the difference between the mus cles feeling tight 
and the mus cles feeling relaxe d .  
Learning relaxation i s  like learning any other skill , 
such as driving a car , or p l aying basketb all . You get better 
by practicing, and if you want to learn , you learn quicker . 
Without your cooperation and regular practi ce , learning to 
re lax will. be very difficul t . "  
Part o f  what we will be doing in these s e s s ions will be 
tensing or tightening mus cles and then relaxing them. We 
tighten mus cles so that you can learn to know the feelings . 
Our goal i s  that when you feel uptight and your mus cles are 
tigh t ,  you can recognize the feeling and be clearly aware 
o f  what tension feels like in all areas of your body . After 
tightening the mus cles , you will loosen them and feel the 
difference between tight mus cles and loo s e  mus cles . 
Do you have any questions ? (Questions were answere d about 
rationale , but specific procedure questions were deferred 
until later . ) "  
The counselor then moved on to the third part o f  the 
firs t s e s s ion . This part was the beginning of the actual 
t raining in relaxation. The counselor followed this procedure . 
"Now, I am going to ask you to remove your shoes and any 
j ewelry you have on . Pleas e ,  lay on this couch and get com­
p letely comfortab l e . The purpose o f  this first s e s s ion i s  to 
l;.0 
help you become aware of the fcc�ling o f  being deeply relaxe d .  
We are going to go over tightenine and r e l axing 16 different 
mus cle groups . At this poin t ,  we have 16 , but as we continue 
and your skills get be tter , this numb er will be reduce d .  
After I tell you to tighten certain mus c les , you should 
tighten them until I say ok relax. Then , I want you to s ignal 
me by moving your index finger when these mus cles and any 
mus cles we have relaxed all feel comp le t e ly relaxe d .  At that 
po in t ,  you should only think about how those mus cles feel 
when relaxed , and the difference between them being tens ed 
and b e ing relaxed . After some time , I will give you instruc­
tions for tensing the next group of mus c les . You should tense 
the new group , while leaving the last group as relaxed as 
pos s ib l e . We will do this for all s ixteen group s .  Try to 
keep your mind from wandering the bes t you can . Any que s tions 
that you have once we get s t arted, save until we h ave com­
p letely finished all group s . Now, do you have any que s t ions ? "  
At this poin t ,  the couns elor answered any questions that 
the subject had . Once the counselor had done this , he then 
began the relaxation training which closely fol lowed this 
protoco l .  
"Ok , le t ' s  b egin . Now, lay back and clo s e  your eye s . Now, 
I ' d  like you to focus a l l  of your attention on the mus cles of 
your right hand and lower arms . Alright , by making a tight fi s t ,  
I ' d  like you to tense the mus cles in the right hand and lower 
arm now . " 
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�t this point , the counselor had the cl ient hold the ten­
s ion for 5 - 7  se conds . Durine this interva l ,  the counselor aided 
the client in focusing on the feelings associated with tension 
by making the followine s t a tements . "Feel the mus cles pull ; notice 
what i t ' s  like to feel tension in these mus cles as they pull and 
remain hard and tight . "  
After the 5 -7 se conds of tension , the coun s elor terminated 
the tension period with "ok , relax . "  At this poin t ,  the mus cle 
group was releas e d ,  and the counselor attempted to keep the 
client ' s  attention focused on the fee l ings o f  relaxation . 
(The relaxation period for a muscle group was 30 -4.0 s e conds) . 
The couns elor did this by making the following s tatements . 
"Just l e t  these mus cles go , noti cing the difference between 
tension and relaxation , focusing on the feeling in this muscle 
group as . i t  be comes more and more relaxed. Relax; l e t  a l l  the 
tension go , be aware of the mus cles and what it feels like as 
they become more and more relaxe d .  No t i ce the difference b e ­
tween these mus cles feeling tense and feeling relaxed and loos e .  
Enjoy the feeling o f  the mus cles being re laxe d .  Let them re­
lax and enj oy . "  All s tatements during this period made by the 
coun s e lor cons i s t e d  of indrect s tatements designed to encourage 
the client to focus attention on the muscle group being relaxed. 
After the 30-40 se conds of relaxation , the tension-release 
cycle was repeated following the same verbal pattern . This t ime 
the release or re l axation period was 45-60 s e conds long . After 
the training had begun , the coun s e lor could decide if the 
1 .. 2 
s e cone cycle was neces s ary . 
To determine i f  the mus cles of a particular group were 
relaxed, at the end of the release period the therap i s t  asked 
the client to s ignal with this s t atement . "Alright , if the 
mus cles in the right hand and right lower arm feel comp letely 
relaxe d ,  I ' d  like you to s i gnal by lifting the l i t t l e  finger 
on the right han d . "  For all but the ini tial hand and fore­
arm group , this was the statement : " I f  the mus c les of 
---
are as deeply relaxed as the mus cles of 
, p lease s i gnal to me . "  
I f  the client s ignaled ,  indicating that the group was 
comple tely relaxe d ,  the counselor s ai d ,  "Goo d ,  j u s t  allow 
these mus cles to go right on relaxing , and shift all your 
attention to the next muscle group , the right b i cep s . " Then 
the entire proce dure was repea�e d ,  with each fol lowing group , 
with the appropriate tensing exercise . 
The counse lor was instructed to look for non-verbal clues 
to a s s e s s  the extent of relaxation . Thes e  clues were (1)  
whether o r  n o t  client was digeting, (2)  whether bre athing was 
slow and regular , (3)  whether the client was opening or 
clos ing eyes , (4) whether the client was at temp ting to talk , 
and ( 5 )  whether other counter- relaxation clues were present . 
In the case o f  fai lure to get a relaxation signal after 
going through two tension-release cycle s , the s t andard pro­
ce dure was to repeat the tension-release cycle and to reque s t  
a s ignal for relaxation . This pro cedure could be repeated up 
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to 5 tj.mes . If relaxation wasn ' t  achieve d ,  counselor move d on 
and d i s cus s e d  the problem later . 
The counselor followed the above pro ce dure for all s ixteen 
groups , with one excep tion . The couns e lor ' s  verbal behavior 
was modified with the ches t , upper shoulders ,  and upper back 
mus cle group . The coun s e lor added this verbal s t atement to the 
relaxation perio d .  "Notice the s low and regular breathing . "  
Als o ,  in the tensing periods from this point , the coun s e lor 
made the follm·1ing s t atement . "Ok , take a deep breath and make 
these mus cles har d .  I ' d  like you to ten s e  the mus cles in the 
now . "  
After the client had s ignaled relaxation for each o f"  the 
s ixteen mus cle group s , the coun s e lor gave a report of the 
mus cles which had been relaxe d ,  and an ins truction to allow 
them to continue to relax with this s t a tement ,  "Ok , now, we ' ve 
relaxed the mus cles in the arms and hands ; j us t  al low them to 
continue relaxing . We ' ve relaxed the muscles in the face and 
neck ; go on al lowing them to remain deeply relaxe d .  We ' ve 
relaxed the mus cles o f  the che s t ,  the shoulders , the upper 
back , the abdomen ; allow these mus cles now to be come even more 
deeply relaxe d .  We ' ve relaxed the mus cles o f  the legs and fee t ;  
j us t  allow the s e  mus cles now to remain deeply and comp letely 
relaxe d . "  
Next , the couns elor a s s e s s e d  the clien t ' s  s tate o f  relax­
ation by offering the fol lowing s t a temen t .  "Now, I would like 
you to s ignal if you feel the s l ightest bit o f  tension in any 
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rnus;cle group anywhere in the body . "  I f  the client did not 
signal , the counselor said,  "Ok , I ' d  like you to signal i f  
you feel completely relaxed all through the body . " I f  the 
client s ignaled ,  the counselor terminated according to the 
procedures outlined below. 
I f  the client did not indicate complete relaxation , the 
counselor began to attempt to locate the mus cle group still  
experiencing tension with the following st atements . "I  will 
name separately the s ixteen mus cle groups . You should signal 
at the mention of a mus cle group which has not achieved com­
p lete relaxation . "  The counselor began to s ignal the muscle 
groups until all sources of tension had been located. At this 
point , the counselor besan the specific tension-relaxation 
procedure for the muscle group (or group s )  unti l  relaxation 
of the group has been achieve d .  The counselor then obtained 
a signal whether all mus cle groups were relaxed .  
When the counselor had ascertained that the client was 
completely relaxe d ,  he allowed a two-minute period o f  complete 
relaxation . During this time , the counselo r ,  at 2 0 - s e cond 
intervals , made indirect suggestions designed to keep the 
client ' s  attention focused on the relaxation . 
The counselor began to terminate the session with the 
following s tatements . "I will count backward from 4-1.  On the 
count of 4 ,  begin to move your legs and feet . On the count 3 ,  
begin to move your arms and hands . On the count of 2 ,  move your 
head and neck . On the count of 1 ,  beein to open your eyes . Then 
on the count o f  1 ,  I ' l l ask you to open your eyes , feeling 
quite calm and relaxe d ,  very p l easnntly relaxe d ,  j u s t  as i f  
you had had a brief nap . 4 . . . . , 3 . . . .  , 2 . . . .  , 1 ,  open your 
eyes ; feel quite calm and relaxe d ,  very p leasantly relaxe d ,  
j us t  as i f  you had had a brief nap . "  
At that point , the counse lor began a s eries of post­
s e s s ion que s t ions . The fir s t  que s t ion was the following open­
ended que s t ion . "How do you fee l ? "  The counselor was instructed 
to pay close attention to the answer and to us e the answer 
as a measure o f  the client ' s  overall reaction . The couns elor 
next turned to ques tions about any problems that o ccurred 
during the s e s s ion , for examp le ,  "What was the trouble in get­
ting the neck mus cles relaxe d ? "  The counse lor was instructed 
to attemp t to pinpoint any specific problems . 
I f  the client did have problems , the coun s e lor sought 
some reso lution of them. The coun s e lor was instructed to be 
concerned with eliminating problems so that the rel axation 
procedures could b ecome routine and troub le - free . 
After the .above que s t ions , the counselor asked thi s que s ­
tion next . "Please describe , i n  your own words , what relaxation 
feels like . "  The counse lor was instructed to take note o f  the 
client ' s  answer , and incorporate how the client described h i s  
feelings
. into the couns elor ' s  verbal indirect sugges t ion during 
subsequent relaxation training s e s s i ons . 
The final part of this s e s s ion was dis cuss ing and ass ign­
ing homework a s s i gnments . The counselor gave the fol lowing 
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exp lc:.tna tion . "Now , I am asking you to practice at least once a 
day for 1 5 - 20 minutes what WE� have done today . Remember,  in the 
beginning I said that relaxation was a ski l l  which you would 
learn. Learning takes practice .  Jus t as you learned to shoot-up , 
you can learn to re lax . 
This practicing on your own gives you the chance to look 
closely a t  the sensations in your body . These practices wi ll 
also help you learn more quickly . 
Now we need to talk about where a good place to practice 
i s ,  and s ome other things . "  
At this poin t ,  the counselor engaged the client in a dis ­
cuss ion concerning the bes t place in the client ' s  residence for 
practice . Also , the counselor talked about s everal conditions 
neces s ary for practice . These were (1)  the client being in a 
place where he is  unlikely to be interrupted ,  (2) the use of 
an appropriate chair or bed,  and (3)  a time when the least 
amount of pressure exis t s  for the client . 
After this practice was s e t ,  the counselor and client 
agreed on the next meeting, and the sess ion was finished .  
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The s ixteen musc le groups and their tensing s trategies are 
lis ted below .  This was also the order of presentation in a 
session . 
Mus cle Group 
1 .  dominant hand & lower arm 
2 .  dominant biceps 
3 .  non-dominant hand & lower arm 
4 .  non- dominant biceps 
5 .  forehead 
6 .  central face 
7 .  lower face & j aw 
8 .  neck 
9 .  che s t ,  shoulder & upper back 
10. abdomen 
11 . dominant upper leg 
12 . dominant calf 
13 . dominant foot 
14 . non- dominant upper leg 
15 . non- dominant calf 
1 6 .  non- dominant foot 
Tens ing S trategy 
making a tight fist 
pushing elbow down 
making a tight fist 
pushing elbow down 
lifting eyebrows as high 
as pos s ible 
squint and wrinkle nose 
bite hard & pull back 
the corners of mouth 
pull chin toward ches t  & 
keep i t  from touching ches t  
pull shoulder blades 
together 
make s tomach hard 
counterpose top & bottom 
mus cles 
pull toes toward head 
point & curl toes , turning 
foot inward 
counterpose top & bottom 
mus cles 
pull toes toward head 
point & curl toes , turning 
foot inward 
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bo dy ffiOvernen t s  in 5ess iono � a s  u��d . Thi =dly , i f  �c lcxAt:on tad 
a\vay at c:. 45 clet;J:ee mi.�le . L.-:;. � t 1 y , the coun s elor ' s ;;ubj ect:L\'<' 
opinion was used as a measure . I f  evidence existed th&t the 
c l :f.ent had achie.ved :n:asonahle relaxation , the coun s c�J .or 111oved 
to the next p late2u, which was relaxation pro,�edu::-c.:. for 
seven mus c l e  group s . 
The coun s e lor informc-;d the client o f  thr:; change , and gave 
an explanatj on of the ne\\- mur, cle groups . The verb al behavior of 
the counse lor was identi cal to the tension-re l e as e  cy c l e s  o f  
the s i:xtccn mus c l e  group p i o ce.du:re� . The nus cle groups and 
tensing s trategies for seven mus cle eroups are l i s t e d  in 'l'Rble I I . 
TABLE II  
1 .  dorninan t ann 
2 .  non- dominant arm 
3 .  face (includes 3 facial areas) 
4 .  neck & throat 
5 .  che s t ,  shoulders , upper back 
& abdomen 
6 .  dominant thigh , foot & calf 
7 .  non-dominant thigh , foot & calf 
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the hand makes a fist 
as the elbow presses down 
s ame as #1 
raise eyebrows , squint 
eyes , wrinkle the nose , 
bite down , pull corners 
of the mouth back 
pull chin toward chest & 
keep chin from touching chest 
holding a deep breath , 
pulling shoulder blades 
back & makine s tomach hard 
lift leg s l ightly , point 
toes & turn foot inward 
s ame as ff6 
At the end of the ses s ion , the counselor followed a s imilar 
line of questioning, as at the end of the s ixteen-muscle group 
ses sion . Als o ,  practice s e s s ions were ass igned along the s ame 
manner as with the 16-muscle · group procedures . 
After two s e s s ions , and at least one week of practice 
s e s s ions , the counselor evaluated whether the client had 
achieved reasonable mastery of the seven-mus cle group procedures 
or not .  The evaluation criteria was the s ame as for the 16-
muscle group procedures . After the client had reasonable mastery 
o f  the seven mus cle group procures , the four muscle group pro­
cedures began . 
The procedures for the four-mus cle group were to be identi­
cal to the procedures outlined for the 7-mus cle groups . These 
. 1 d d h . . 1 . h . 1 . inc u e a ep;i.nn:i .n� eXTJ anc:tt::i.on , t . .  e tens in� re axatJ. on part , 
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strategies are listed in Table III . 
TABLE I I I  
1 .  right & left anns 
2 . face & neck 
3 .  ches t ,  shoulders , back , and 
abdomen 
4 .  left & right upper legs , calves 
& feet 
5 0  
makinr; fis ts  with both 
hands & pushing both 
elbows dovm 
raise eyebrows , squint 
eyes , wrinkle the nos e ,  
bite down , & pull the 
corners of the mouth back . 
pull chin toward che s t  & 
keep i t  from touching ches t  
s ame as in Seven group 
lift both legs s li3htly , 
point toes , & turn foot 
inward 
After a minimum of two sess ions and a week o f  practice , 
the counselor was to evaluate whether the client had achieved 
mastery of the four mus cle group procedures . The evaluation 
criteria was to be the s ame as for the 16 mus cle group procedures . 
After the client had achieved reasonable mastery of the four 
mus cle group procedures , the four mus cle group recall procedures 
would have been initiated .  
In  the four mus cle group recall procedures , the counselor ' s  
firs t task was to explain the new procedure s .  The counselor 
would have close ly followed this explanation . "In this pro­
cedure , you (client) will not be required to tighten your 
mus cles , but to recall or remember the feelings of relaxation . 
The mus cle groups will be the same as the last s e t  of  procedures . 
We will  go from mus cle group to muscle group , and I will ask 
you to focus your attention on a particular muscle group . After 
you recoenize the tension , I will a$k you to recall the feelings 
as sociated with the release of tha t �eusion .  Thus , through 
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you re�nembering how the eroup became relaxed, you will be able 
to relax the group . Do you have any question s ? "  
At this point , the counselor would have answered any ques­
tions which the client might have had.  
The counselor as to clos e ly follow the procedures below when 
he began the training . 
"Please make yourself comfortable as you have in other 
sessions . Ok , now , I ' d  like you to focus all your attention on 
the muscles of the anns and hands and very carefully identify 
any feelings of tightness or tension that might be present now. 
Notice where the tension is , and what i t  feels like . "  
After the client had focused his attention on the tension , 
the counselor would have begun the relaxation cycle . "Ok , re­
lax , j ust  recall what i t  was like when you released thes e  
mus cles ; j ust  let them go , and allow them to become more and 
more deeply relaxe d . "  The couns elor would have continued 
with indirect suggestion chatter for 35-40 seconds . At the 
conclusion of the 39-45 s econds of indirect relaxation , the 
counselor would have asked for a s ignal from the client , as ­
certaining whether the particular mus cle group feels completely 
relaxe d .  If the client s ignaled,  the counselor would have pro­
ceeded to the next muscle group . I f  the client did not signal . 
relaxation , the counselor would have repeated the procedures 
for the particular mus cle group . 
· The session was to be concluded with the counselor asking 
questions assessfng the procedure and assigning this procedure 
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to prhctic e .  The assessment and practice procedures were to  be  
identical to  previous mus cle groups . 
After a minimum of two sess ions and a week of practice , the 
counselor was to evaluate whether the client had achieved 
reasonable mastery of the four mus cle group recall procedures or 
not .  The evaluation criteria was to be the s ame as for the 
previous groups .  After the client had achieved reasonable mas ­
tery o f  the four group mus cle recall procedures , relaxation 
by recall with counting would have been introduc e d .  
In the recall with counting procedures , the counselor ' s  
firs t task would have been to explain the new procedures . The 
couns elor was to clos ely follow this exp lanation , "This pro­
cedure will be the same as the four group muscle recall procedures 
with the addition of something new at the end .  This addition 
will  allow you to become relaxed even more deeply . After you 
become comp letely relaxed ,  and we have completed all group s , 
I will count from one to ten . A s  I count , I ' d  like you to allow 
all  the muscles all through your body to become even more deeply 
and more · completely relaxed on each count . Jus t focus your 
attention on all the mus cles in your body , and notice them as 
they become even more and more deeply relaxed as I count from 
one to ten . "  
The counselor was to begin the training by following the 
procedures for the four mus cle group recal l .  At the end of 
those procedures , the counselor was to adhere closely to  the 
following protoco l .  "As you remain very de�ply and comp letely 
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relax�d now, I ' m going to count from one to ten , and, as I 
count , I ' d  like you to allow all the muscles all through the 
body to become even more deeply relaxe d .  One . . .  two . . .  , notice 
the anns and hands becoming more and more relaxed, now; three . . .  , 
four . . .  , focu� on the mus cles of  the face and neck as they be­
come more and more relaxed now ; fi:ve . .  , s ix . . .  , allow the 
muscles in the che s t , shoulders , back , and abdomen to relax 
even more deeply now ; s even . . .  , eight . . .  ; notice the mus cles 
of the legs and feet becoming more and more completely relaxe d ;  
nine . . .  , and ten . . . .  " The counselor would have paced this 
counting to coincide with the client ' s  exhalations . 
The s e s sion would have been concluded with the counselor 
asking questions assessing the procedure , and ass igning those 
procedures to practice . The asses sment and practice procedures 
would have been identical to previous procedures . 
, After a minimum of two s e s s ions and a week of practice , the 
counselor was to evaluate whether the client had achieved reason­
able mas tery of the recall with counting procedures . The eval­
uation was to be the s ame as for previous group s .  After the 
client had achieved reasonable mastery of the recall with 
counting procedures , the relaxation by counting procedures 
would have begun . 
The counselor ' s  first task was to explain to the client the 
counting procedure s .  The counselor would have closely followed 
this explanation . "Now , we are ready to begin the final part of 
training . Now, we will attempt to achieve relaxation through 
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counting alone . I will ask you to make yours elf comfortable 
and then begin to count from one to ten , as at the end o f  the 
last procedure s ,  ·we did. "  
' The counse lor was to follow closely the counting procedures 
as explained previously . The s e s s ion was to be concluded with 
the counselor asking questions to as s e s s  the procedure and as sign 
this procedure to home practice . The asses sment and practice pro-
cedures would have been identical to previous procedures . 
After a minimum of t'tvO s e s s ions and a week of practice , 
the counselor would have evaluated whether the client had achieved 
reasonable mastery of the recall with counting pro c,�durcs . The 
evaluation criteria was to be the s ame as for previous group s .  
After the client had achieved reasonable mas tery of the recall 
with counting procedures , a final s e s s ion would have been held.  
In this final s e s s ion , no relaxation training was to take 
place . In this session , the counselor would have encouraged the 
client to continue to practice , and to apply the ability to 
s i tuations that make him tens e .  The counselor would have answered 
any ques tions that the client had .  With the close of this 
ses s ion , relaxation training would have been completed . 
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